Modulation of amplitude sensitivity by bilateral collicular interaction among different frequency laminae.
In the ascending auditory pathway, the commissure of the inferior colliculus (IC) interconnects the two ICs and may therefore mediate bilateral collicular interaction during sound processing. In this study, we show that electrically stimulates one IC produces facilitation or suppression of acoustically evoked response of neurons in the other IC. The facilitated IC neurons (14%) are located in bilateral corresponding frequency laminae while the suppressed IC neurons (86%) are widespreadly located in bilateral different frequency laminae. Whereas induced facilitation increases the dynamic range but decreases the slope of the rate-amplitude function of modulated IC neurons, induced suppression produces the opposite effect. As a result, bilateral collicular facilitation increases the sensitivity of modulated IC neurons to a wider range of sound amplitude while bilateral collicular suppression improves the sensitivity of modulated IC neurons to minor change in sound amplitude over a narrower range of sound amplitude. The degree of suppression is significantly greater for suppressed IC neurons located in bilateral corresponding frequency laminae than in non-corresponding frequency laminae. We suggest that bilateral collicular interaction through the commissure of the IC may play a role in modulation of amplitude sensitivity and in shaping the binaural property of IC neurons.